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Abstract.
Let G be a connected, simply connected exponential solvable
Lie group with Lie algebra 0. The Kirillov mapping n: g*/Ad*(G) —» G
gives a natural parametrization
of G by co-adjoint orbits and is known to be
continuous. In this paper a finite partition of fl*/Ad*(G) is defined by means
of an explicit construction which gives the partition a natural total ordering,
such that the minimal element is open and dense. Given rr 6 G, elements in the
enveloping algebra of gc axe constructed whose images under n are scalar and
give crucial information about the associated orbit. This information is then
used to show that the restriction of rj to each element of the above-mentioned
partition is a homeomorphism.

1. Introduction.
Let G be a real, connected, simply connected exponential
solvable Lie group with Lie algebra g. By a representation of G we shall mean
a strongly continuous, unitary representation of G in some Hilbert space, and we
denote the dual of G by G, that is, the set of unitary equivalence classes of topologically irreducible representation of G. Denote by n the natural mapping of the
set g*/ Ad*(G) of co-adjoint orbits in the dual g* of g onto G. When g*/Ad*(G) is
given the quotient topology and G the hull kernel topology, n is continuous. It was
first conjectured by A. A. Kirillov in [8] and proved by I. Brown in [3] that if G is
nilpotent, n is a homeomorphism. K. Joy in a later paper [7] gives a much shorter
proof of Brown's Theorem using results of J. M. G. Fell pertaining to the space S(G)
of subgroup representation pairs (7r,H), where H is a closed connected subgroup of
G and ir is an unitary equivalence class of representations of H. Two results on the
bicontinuity of n when G is exponential are due to J. Boidol [2] and H. Fujiwara [6].
Boidol shows that n~l is continuous provided that G is *-regular; *-regularity is
seen to fail however even for a completely solvable group of dimension four. On the

other hand, Fijuwara proves the existence of a dense open subset U oi G such that
V = »7_1((7) is dense and such that the restriction of n to V is a homeomorphism.
However, Fujiwara's result provides no explicit characterization of U. Finally, it is
known that n is a homeomorphism for all G of dimension less than six. Those cases
which are not *-regular are handled by constructing elements W in the center of
the enveloping algebra U(gc), and using the fact that the mapping <f>won G given
by p(W) — 4>w(p)I is continuous. <j>w° n can be regarded as an Ad* (G)-invariant

polynomial function of g*, and as such provides enough information to conclude
convergence of the corresponding orbits. In the general case the center of U(gc) is
not large enough to yield sufficient information about n~l.
Now let n be the nilradical of g, and let p E G such that p is extended from
N — exp(n). A generalization of the construction mentioned above is given whereby
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elements Wi E U(gc) are constructed such that {p(Wi)} are scalar operators whose
values allow one to systematically obtain n~1(p) from the orbit of p\n- The Kirillov mapping has a natural generalization in the context of the space of subgroup
representation pairs (p, H) such that H D N and p E H, and a theorem regarding
this mapping is proved which has as a corollary the following. There is a finite partition {Ua} of g*/Ad*(G)—obtained
by an explicit construction depending only
on a choice of Jordan-Holder sequence for n—on each element of which r/ is open.
2. Preliminaries.
Let g be a real, solvable Lie algebra of exponential type.
For any subspace rj of g, let rj* denote the dual space of h, and if) is a subspace

of g such that [h,h] C j and A € j*, denoted by B\ the bilinear form defined on
I) by BX(X,Y) = X([X,Y\), X,Y E h. For any subset s of h, denote by sA>"the
orthogonal complement of s in h with respect to B\.

The radical f)A'f' of B\ will

also be denoted by R(X, h).
Let {i)n}^=y be a sequence of subspaces of g. We shall say that h,„ converges to
a subspace f) (or write f}„ —►
h,) if there are positive integers K and d such that for

each n > K, there is a basis Xy ', X2 ,..., Xdn' of h„ and a basis Xy, X2,..., Xd
of rj with Xj — limnX. , 1 < j < d. Suppose that rj„ —>f), and let Wn E l)n,
n > 1, such that for some W E g, W = limn Wn. Then W Eh, and it follows that
if for some h',f)n —►
f)', then h' = I), and if hn is a subalgebra (ideal) for infinitely
many n, then f) is a subalgebra (ideal). Clearly every sequence {[)„} of nontrivial
subspaces of g has a subsequence which converges, and it is easily seen that f)n —►
1)
if and only if every convergent subsequence of {()„} converges to h.
LEMMA 2.1. Let {)n}^=i be a sequence of subspaces of g such that for each n,
In C f)n, and suppose that)n —>j and f)„ —*1). Let {\n}%Ly be a sequence in g* such
that for some A E g*, A|[B)B]= limn An|[BiBj,and dimR0A'1') = liminfndimR(jA"*,'',).

Then'fcAn ->jA'f>.
PROOF.

Let K and d be positive

basis yi(n),y2(n),...,Ydc")

integers

of j„ with limny^n)

such that for each n > K, there is a

= Yj, 1 < j < d, and {Yj} a basis

of j. Let {)kk'hk} be any convergent subsequence, jA.*''u —►
)o, and let W E jo- Then

for each k, there is W^

E )lk'hk such that W — limfcW^k\ and we have

X([W,YJ]) = limXk([wW,YJ{k)})=0,

I < j < d. Thus jo C JA,h-On the other hand,
dimR(j0) > liminf dimRO^"'"")
n

so that jo = )x,t), and hence )nn'iin -* JA,f'- n
Let h be a subalgebra of g. We denote by U(l)) the enveloping algebra of fj and
regard C/(h) as a subalgebra of U(g). We denote the complexification \) ®R C by hc
and regard U(\)c) as a subalgebra of U(gc).

Let G be a connected, simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let H
be the closed, connected subgroup of G with Lie algebra rj. Denote by rjH Kirillov
mapping r>*/ Ad*(H) —►H, let tt be a representation of H, and let A E h*. We
shall say that ir corresponds to A if ir E nn(Ad*(H)X).
If p E h* is a polarization
at A, we occasionally use the notation ind(A,p) for the irreducible representation
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ind(x\, P,H) of H induced by the character xa of P = exp(p) with differential

i(A|„).
Now let A 6 0*, and let m be a nilpotent subalgebra of g.
DEFINITION 2.2. A pair (mi,mo) of m-ideals such that mo C mi, dimR(mi/mo)

= 1, mo C i?(A,m) and mt gt R(X,m) will be called a Kirillov pair in m at A.
Let (mi,mo) be a Kirillov pair in m at A, and let I = mj'1". Then I is a codimension 1 subalgebra of m. Let tti be an irreducible representation of L — exp(l)
corresponding to A||, and let X E m ~ I. Then the representation ir = ir(iry,X)

defined in L2(R, H(iry)) by the formula

(1)

(ir(yexpsX)f)(t)

=iry(exptXyexp-tX)f(t

+ s)

(y E L, s,tER)

corresponds to A|m. The primary representation tti defined in L2(R,H(iry))
by
(iiy(y)f)(t) = iry(y)f(t), y E L, can be differentiated in the space C°°(7r) of smooth
vectors for ir, that is, C°°(7fi) D C°°(7r). The following lemma is more or less well
known, but crucial in this paper.
LEMMA 2.3.

There is an explicit construction

by which, given any W E U(lc),

one obtains W E U(lc) such that ir(W) = ny(W).

PROOF. Let m be a positive integer such that adXm+1 = 0, and let W E U(lc).
We construct an element Wm E U(lc) as follows. Let (by abuse of notation)
t denote the operator on C°°(7r) defined by <p(t) —> t(j>(t). We have ir(W) =

ET=o(tJ/3l)*i(adXJW) so that <B.a.XmW) = iy(adXmW). Let Y be the element in mx ~ mo such that X(Y) = 0, and B\(X,Y)

= 1, so that ir(Y) = it.

Define Wy E U(lc) by

w

adX-W-(-iYT
m\

Then ir(Wy) = E^fi/j\)iry(adX>W)
If m > 1, set

= ^(adX"1'^).

adX-^WVHlT^
2

and we find that

and ^(adA""-1^)

l

?r(adXm~2W2)

Wm = W is obtained.

(m-1)!

= fri(adXm~2W).

Continue

in this way until

Q.E.D.

3. A partition
of the dual of a nilpotent
Lie group. Now let us assume
that g is nilpotent; fix A € fl*. By induction on the dimension of fl it is easily seen
that there is a sequence of subalgebras fl = mo D rrti D ■■■D md satisfying the
conditions
(i) mj is a polarization at A.

(ii) If R(X, fl) ^ g, then d > 0 and for each fc= 1,2,..., d - 1, there is a Kirillov
pair (mfci,mfeo) in mfc at A such that m^+i = m^m*. Thus if R(X,g) ^ fl, then

d=|dim(Ad*(G))A).
DEFINITION 3.1. A sequence of subalgebras satisfying conditions (i) and (ii)
above will be called a Kirillov sequence for A in fl.
Let d be a nonnegative integer. Let us say that an operator D on C°°(Rd)
(C°°(R°) = C) is a polynomial differential operator if there is a polynomial P in
2d indeterminants with complex coefficients such that

D = P(tl,...,td,d/dt1,...,d/dtd).
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A theorem of Kirillov (cf. [8, Theorem 7.1]) states that n(Ad*(G)A) has a realization
ir in a space of functions on Rd such that the image of U(gc) under ir is the set
of polynomial differential operators. In this section we shall determine when it is
possible, given a sequence {Xn}^=y in fl* such that An —►A = Ao, to obtain a
corresponding sequence {irn}^L0 °i irreducible representations such that given any
D as above, there is a sequence {Wn}^L0 in U(gc)(m^ for some m, with Wn —►
Wo
and 7rn(iyn) = D for each n.

Let 0 = 0P D flp_i D ■• ■D flo = (0) be a Jordan-Holder sequence for g. Define
subsets e(A), j(X) and i(X) of {1,2,... ,p} as follows. Set

e(A)= {t\gt+ R(X,g) =2flt_i + R(X,g)}
and let p(A) = £t R(X,gt). Define j(X) c e(A) by

i(A) = {<|flt+ P(A)i0t_i+p(A)}
and let i(X) = e(A) ~ j(X). Then card(e(A)) = dim(Ad*(G)A) and it is shown in
[1] that p(A) is a polarization at A, hence card(j(X)) = \ card(e(A)). If e(A) ^ {<f>},
we shall write e(A) = {ey < e2 < ■■■< e2(i}. We define a sequence of subalgebras

0 = 0°(A) D gl(X) D ■■■ D 0d(A) as follows. Setting 0°(A) = 0, assume that for
some fc > 0, gk(X) is defined and flfc(A)^ i?(A,flfc(A)). Let ik+y be the smallest
index such that 0jfc+1nflfc(A) gt R(X,gk(X)) and set
9k+1(X) = (gtk+ingk(X))X'Bk{X).

Note that 0fc+1(A) is codimension 1 in 0*(A). If gk(X) = R(X,gk(X)), then let the
sequence terminate at 0fc(A), and set fc = d. Thus 0d(A) is isotropic with respect to
B\. If e(A) ^ {()>},then in this way we obtain a sequence of indices iy,i2,... ,id-

Note that if R(X,g) C 0fc(A),then R(X,g) C gh+1(X),0 < k < d; thus we have
i?(A,0)ci?(A,0A:(A))C0A:(A),

Now for each fc = 1,2,...,
0fc(A).

LEMMA 3.2.

0<fc<d.

d, let jk be the smallest index such that QjkC\flfc_1(A) gt

For each k - 1,2,3,... ,d, ik E e(A) and jk E e(X). If k < d,

ik < ik+i, and for k < d, ik < jk. Moreover gd(X) = p(A), i(X) = {ik}t=y> and

J(X) = {jk}t=y.
PROOF. If ik $ e(A), there is Y E R(X,g) such that gik = RY +0it-isince i?(A,0) C ^(A^^-^A)),

0., n0fc-J(A) = RY + (gi.-ing'-'W)

C R(X,gk~1(X))

a contradiction. If jk £ e(X), let X E R(X,g) such that gjk = RX + fl^-i-

R(X,g)cgk(X),
9Jk n0fc-x(A) = RX + (0jW n0fc"1(A)) c 0fc(A)
a contradiction.

This proves the first statement

of the lemma.

Now by definition of ik,
glkngk-1(X)^RY

+ glk.1ngk-1(X)cRY

But

+ R(X,gk-1(X)).

Since
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Thus

[flu n0fc-1(A),0i, nfl*-1^)] c [Y^x^-Hx))]
+ [i?(A,0fc-1(A)),JR(A,0fc-1(A))] cKer(A).

By definition of gk(X) and jk, it follows that 0jt n0fc-1(A) C 0fc(A),and hence that
ik < jk, and that
flu nflfc(A) =0U rifl*"1^)

C -R(A,0fc(A));

therefore ik < ik+i-

Next we show that 0d(A) = p(A). For this, let X E R(X,gt), and suppose that
X E gk(X) for some fc < d. We show that X E 0fc+1(A)- Suppose t < ik+i- By
choice of ik+i, X E gt ri0fc(A) C i?(A,0fc(A)) c 0fc+1(A). Suppose t > ik+i', then
X E R(X,gt)ngk(X) C (gt ngk(X))x*"W C 0fe+1(A). Since X E g°(X) = g, it
follows that X E gd(X).
Let us show now that i(X) = {ik}t=y Note that for each fc, i?(A,flfc(A)) C
0fc+1(A)so that R(X,gk(X)) C R(X,gk+1(X)) and hence R(X,gk(X)) C p(A). Thus

At*C 0it-i +p(A) and ik £j(X). It followsthat i(X) = {ik}t=y
Finally, to see that {jk}i=i — 3'W> note that jk E j(X), since if not, then
fli* C gjk-y +gk(X), hence gjk ng*"1^)
C (flJt-i +flfc(A)) n fl^^A) = fl^-i n
0*_1(A) +0fc(A) = 0fc(A)a contradiction.

Let j E j(X), and let fcobe the smallest fc, 1 < fc< d, such that flj C flj_i +0fc(A).
We claim that j = jk0- Now gj C gj-y +flfco_1(A), so we may write gj — RX+gj-y

where X E gk°~1(X), and by choice of fc0,X E gk°(X). Hence 0.,nflfco-1(A) C 0fco(A)
and j > jjkQ, by choice of j > jjko. If j > jk0, then choose X E gjkQ such that

gk°-\X) = RX+gko(X). Sincedim(0fc°-1(A)/0fco(A)) = 1, there are elements a # 0,

b^Oin such that W = aX + bX E gk°(A). But gj = RW + gj-y c gj-y + gko(A),
contradicting our choice of fco; therefore j = jk0, and the proof of the lemma is

finished. □
Now let E denote the set of pairs

E={(e(X),j(X))\XEg*}
and for d a positive integer, let

Ed = {(e,j)EE\card(j)

= d}.

Let us regard elements of Ed as ordered 3d-tuples of integers
(c,j)

= (ei,e2,...,e2d,jy,j2,...,jd)

where ey < e2 < ■■■, and {jy, ■■■,jd) = j is indexed by the inductive process above.
We define a total order on E in the following way. Let (<j>,
<f>)
be the maximal element
of E, and regarding Ed as above, let Ed have the natural lexographic ordering. If

d > d', let us say that for any a E Ed, a' E E&, a < a'.
Now for each aE E, set fiQ = {A E g*\(e(X),j(X)) = a} and for each eo = e(A0),

neo = {A e fl*|e(A) = e0} so that f2eo = (Ji^(e,j)\e = e0}. If s E G, and A E fl*,
then flfc(Ad*(s)A) = Ad(s)(0fc(A)) and it follows that each a E E,Qa is G-invariant.
The sets Qeo were first considered by Pukanszky in [10], and the sets fiQ are
considered by N. V. Pedersen in a paper to appear.
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Let {Zy,Z2,... ,ZP} be a basis compatible with the Jordan-Holder sequence
chosen at the beginning of this section. Let e = e(Ao) for some Ao, let P^(X) =

X([Zei,Zej\), ei, ej E e, and set Pe(A) = det((Peij(A))). Letting the set {e(A)|A E fl*}
have the total ordering inherited from E, it is shown in [9] that

fie = {A E 0*|Pe'(A) = 0, e' < e and Pe(A) ? 0}.
Now for each e = e(A), let Je = {j\(e,j)

E E}, and let Je have the total ordering

inherited from E.
PROPOSITION 3.3. There are polynomials P(e,j), j E Je, such that for each
j E Je,
n{eJ) ={XE ne\P{eJI)(X) = 0,j' < j and Pie,j>)(X) ^ 0}.
PROOF. Let j E Je, and write j = {jy,.. .,jd} and i = e - j = {iy,.. .,id}
as in the inductive process above. Let A E fie and for each fc = 1,2,... ,d set
e(*0 = e —{t'i,...,ik,ji,■■,jk} and define elements Zk(X) Eg,t E e^ as follows.

Note that {Zt}t<=eis a basis for 0 modulo i?(A,0). Let Z}(X) = Ztiit
and for t > jy, set

Zt W —B\(Zjl,Zi1)Zt

E e^, t < jy

- B\(Zt,Ziy)Zjy.

Suppose that A E fi(e,j') with /' > j and write j' = {j[, ■■■,j'd), i = e —j' =
{i'y,...,i'd}.
Since ex = iy = i'y, clearly j[ = jy if and only if Bx(Zjl,Zil) ^ 0,
and in this case, {Zl(X)}teew is a basis of g1(X) modulo i?(A,fl1(A)). Therefore,
by definition of jy,j2, we have j[ = jy and j2 - j2 if and only if, Bx(Zj1,Zii) ^
0 and Bx(Z]2(X),Z}2(X)) ^ 0. Now define Z?(X), t E e^ fo the same way as
{-Z/Mlteed),
so that if j[ = jy, j'2 = j2, then {-^t2(A)}teeC2)is a basis of fl2(A)
modulo R(X,g2(X)).

Continuing in this way, set

PeJ(X) = BX(Z31,ZU)BX(Z^(X), Z}2(X))■• • Bx(Zf-HX), Zf~\X))
and the proposition follows. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 3.4.

Let ao be the minimal element of E.

Then fiQo is Zariski

open in g*. Moreover, for each a E E, fia is open in Ua>a ^0-

PROOF. That fiao is Zariski open is clear. As for the second statement, let
a E E, a = (e,j). fia is Zariski open in U7O7 fi(e,i') by Proposition 3.3. But fie
is open in (Je,>e fie«, and hence Uj,>j

^(e,j')

- ^e^\J0>a

fi/? is open in \J(3>a °/9,

and it follows that fiQ is open in tj/3>Q ^0- Q-E.D.
Now for each A e 0* such that {<£}^ e(A) = i(X) U j(X), i(X) = {iy,i2, ■■■,id},

JW = {JiJ-2,..-,jd},

define for each 0 < fc < d, mfci(A)= 0fe(A)fl gu+1 and

m/to(A) = 0*(A) ri0it+1_i. Then (mfci(A),mfc0(A)) is a Kirillov pair in 0fc(A)at A,
and m^0fc(A) = 0fc+1(A),0 < k < d. Thus the sequence 0°(A) Dg1(X)D--D
gd(X)
is a Kirillov sequence for A in 0.

THEOREM 3.5. Let d be a positive integer and let a E Ed- Let {Xn}%L0 be a
sequence in fiQ which converges to Xo■ Then for each n > 0, there is an irreducible
representation

irn corresponding

to Xn such that if

D = P(ty,t2,...,td,d/dty,d/dt2,...,d/dtd)
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is any polynomial differential operator, then there is an integer m > 0 and a sequence {Wn}^L0

in U(gc)(m)

which converges to Wo and such that irn(Wn) = D,

n = 0,1,2,....
PROOF. Clearly we may assume that for some 1 < fc < d, either D — tk or D —
d/dtk- For each n > 0, we have the data {gk(Xn)}f=0, {(mfci(A„),mfc0(An))}^~0
as in the remarks preceding the theorem. Note that for each n > 0, 1 < t < p, and
1 < fc < d, dim(0tn0A:(An)) = card(ljs|s < k,js < t}). Now by Lemma 1.1, we have

thatoHAn) ^fli(A0). Since dimR.(0(ri01(A„)) = dimR(0tn01(Ao)), n = 1,2,3,...,
it follows that gt fl01(An) -+ gt nfl1(A0), and in particular, mn(An) —►
mu(Ao)
and mio(A„) —►
mi0(Ao). But then Lemma 1.1 implies that fl2(An) —>fl2(Ao).
Continuing in this way, we obtain for each fc = 0,1,..., d— 1, 0fc+1(An) -* 0fc+1(Ao),
mfci(An) -> mfci(A0) and mfc0(A„) ->• mfc0(A0). Now, for each 0 < fc < d, n > 0,
we shall define an irreducible

representation

irkn of Gfc(An) = expG(0fc(An)). Let

irdn' be the character of Gd(An) with differential i(Xn\gd(Xn)). Choose Xd E
0d-1(*o) ~ 0d(Ao), and since fld-1(An) '-* 0d-1(<V)) and 0d(An) -> gd(X), we can
choose Xdn) E 0d_1(An) ~ 0d(A„), n = 1,2,3,...,
such that Xdn) -» Xd0). Now
for each n, define ird_y — ir(ird

,Xd')

as in formula (1) above, that is, for each

/ E L2(R,H(ir{dn))) = L2(R), y E Gd(Xn), and s,tER,
(irdn}y(y ■expG(S4n)))/)(i)

= irdn)(expG(tXdn))

■y ■exp^tX^))^

+ s).

We continue in this way, choosing AJ0) E 0fc_1(Ao) ~ 0fc(Ao) and x£n) E gk~1(Xn)

~ Bk(Xn), n — 1,2,3,...,

such that X^ —►
X^. ', for each fc, so that

H(irW) = L*(R,H(irk%)),

n > 0.

For each k < d, denote elements of Rd_fc by (tk+y,tk+2,... ,td), set Ud-y =
identity mapping on L2(R), and define for fc < d — 1, Uk: H(irk) —»L2(Rd~k)
by Ukf(tk+i,tk+2,...,td)
= Uk+y(f(tk+y))(tk+2,...,td).
Set for each n > 0,
"n = Uoir0 Uq1- Now suppose that D = tk, and set j = k - 1. For each n > 0,
let Yk(n)G mjy(Xn) ~ mj0(A„) such that X(Yk(n))= 0 and BXn(X{kn),Yk(n))= 1. It

is easily seen that Yk(n) *-*Yfc(0),and that for each n, Ujir^U'^-iY^)
= tk. If
j = 0, we are done. Otherwise, we apply Lemma 2.3 to obtain, for each n, W^ E
U(gk(Xn)c) such that ir^y(W(n))^irf](-iYk(n)).
The construction whereby W^
is obtained

involves only adXJn),

YJ>n) = Yk{"\ E mfcj(A„) n ker(An) ~ mfc0(An)

where BXn(X[\n),YJn)) = 1, n = 0,1,2,3,...,
adXJn)

-* adXJ0).

and iy(")

—i-W(°\

and we have YJn) -» YJ0) as well as

Hence it is clear that for some m, W^

e C/(flc)(m), n > 0,

and from the definition of Uj-y it is clear that for each n,

Uj-yirj_yU~\(W^)
= tk- Ii j — 1, then we are done. If j > 1, then we continue
this process applying Lemma 2.3 at each step. This finishes the case D = tk- If

D = d/dtk, the proof is similar.

Q.E.D.

4. A theorem.
We now drop the assumption that fl is nilpotent, that is, let
0 be a real solvable Lie algebra of exponential type, and G a connected, simply
connected Lie group with Lie algebra 0. Let n be the nilradical of 0, and for the
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remainder of this paper, let n = rip D rip_i 2> • • • D no = (0) be a Jordan-Holder
sequence for n having the property that for each t = 1,2,3,... ,p —1, if [0, rtf] gt nt,
then [0,nt+i] c tif+i. Let E be the index set and {fia}<*€£ the Ad*(AQ-invariant
partition of n* corresponding to this Jordan-Holder sequence as constructed in the
previous section.

Let A € n*, p(A) = X}ti?(A,nt). Suppose that there is A E R(X,g) ~ n, and set
I) = RA + n, H = exp(h). It is shown in [1] that p(A) is invariant under ad A, and
we may extend the equivalence class of ct = ind(A,p(A)) in TVto H by setting
(2) (o-(expsA)f)(y)

= /(exp(-sA)

• y ■expsA) exp{2 tr(ad»/P(^)-*«)})

yEN.

The corresponding extension of A to f) is obtained by setting A(A) = 0. Now let
n = n°(A) D nx(A) D • • • D nd(A) = p(A) be the Kirillov sequence in A as constructed
in the previous section, let Xk E nfc_1(A) ~ nfc(A), fc = 1,2,..., d, and let ir — ir0 be
the irreducible representation of N corresponding to A as constructed in Theorem

3.5. Then 7r0= UaU'1 where U: H(ir0) — L2(Rd) is defined by
Uf(ty,t2,...,td)

= f(exptyXy ■expt2X2 ■■■exptdXd).

We extend 7Toas indicated above (that is, so as to be isomorphic with the above
extension of ct).
Now let a E E such that A E fiQ, and suppose that {Xn}^=1 is a sequence
in fiQ such that An —►A. By Theorem 3.5, we have a corresponding sequence
{^n}^Ly of irreducible representations of A^ such that if D is a polynomial differential operator on Rd, then there is Wn E U(nc)m, n = 0,1,2,...,
for some to,
such that Wn —►
Wo and irn(Wn) = D for each n. Recall that for each n, we have

Xk E nfc_1(An) ~ nfc(An), fc = 1,2, ...,d
7rn via the isomorphism
Uf(ty,t2, ...,td)

= f(exptyX[n)

such that ind(A,p(A„)) is equivalent to
■expt2X(2n) ■--expUX^)

and for each fc, Xk -* Xk. Suppose that we have An e R(Xn,g) ~ n, n =
1,2,3,...,
such that A„ —»A, and set hn = RAn + n, Hn = exphn for each
n. Extend 7rn to Hn, as above, so that the corresponding extension of An is
obtained by setting An(An) = 0. Let the algebra 35 of polynomial differential
operators on Rd have the (obvious) filtration £(°> C K(1) C D(2) C •■• so
that D E S(m) if and only if there is a polynomial P of degree < m such that

D = P(ty,t2, ...,td, d/dty,d/dt2,...,

d/dtd), and for each to, let D^m) have the

usual topology as a finite dimensional vector space over C.

LEMMA 4.1. There is an integer to > 0 such thatir0(A) eX>(m), {7rn(An)}^°=0
C D(m), and irn(An) -»7r0(A) in &ml
PROOF.

Clearly we may assume that d > 0. Let us use the notation T =

(ty,t2,...,td),
U = (uy,u2,...,up)
and Z = (zyy,zl2,... ,Zij,...,zpp)
for elements of Rd, Rp, and Rp , respectively, and denote the objects associated with

flo by Ao,Ao, etc. For each n > 0, let {Xk Yk=d-ri De a ^>as's °^ P(^*») sucb that
Xk —>Xk, d < k <p, and for each i,j = l,2,...,p
and s E R, let ay*'(s) denote
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in terms of the ordered ba-

of 0. Denote the element (aft*(s),a{$(s),...,ag°

(s),...,

of RP2 by a^(s).

By the Campbell-Hausdorff formula, we have for each n, polynomials P\
...,P^n) in T such that

,P2

,

HexptjX^ =exp (j2PJn)(T)Xy) .

i=i

\j=i

J

Let q > 0 and such that TVis step q. Then for each n,j,
coefficients of Pf-71' depend only on the structure

E($)(n)**n)-

deg(PJn))

constants

(b^)^,

< q, and the
[X:n\Xj']

=

Clearly for each i,j,k, (bkj)^ -» (fe,fci)(0)
and hence PJn) -» pf]

in the vector space C[T](9', 1 < j < p. Now let the polynomials Pj

in T and Z

be defined by pfn)(T, Z) = £V Pin)(T)zij; then we have
"d
exp -sAn

1

~[ exp r^n)

j=i

J

P
exp sAn = exp £

Pf

j=i

(T, a(n) (*))XJn),

seR,
On the other hand, there are polynomials Rj

n = 0,1,2,3,....

, 1 < j < P, in U such that

«pf>*j"> =expJ2R^](U)X^
-f[expR^(U)X^.
j=l

As with Pj

j>d

j=l

, we see that for each n, j, deg(i?™) < g, and for each j, Rj

—►
Rf '

inC[C/](«).
NowletQJn)= Jljn)(^fw),...,
PP(n)),
1< j < p. ThenQJn)-»Qf in
C[T, Z](9 ' and from the definition of irn we have, for each <j>E C°°(irn),
i(irn(An)d>)(T)
/a \j.\tT>\ =

d
—

exp iV^»*w>Qc")(r,a(n)(s))A„(X<"))
v
v " BV * '

■<p(Q[n\T,a(nHs)),Q{2n\T,a<nHs)),...,Qdn)(T,aW(s)))
•exp{_2

tr(ad"/p(Xn)^")}

for each n. Let QJn) be the polynomial

£

ds s=0

Qf(T,a^(s))
3

in C[T](«> such that

= Q\n)(T),
'

l<j<p,n>0.

Note that at-" (0) = 6ij for each i,j and n, and for each z',y, d/ds\s=0a\"
d/ds\s=oalj(s),

whence Qy'

(s) —>

—»Q* . Since for each n,

7rn(A„)= »£<95n)(rjAn(*jn))+ £qJ">(T) J- - Itr(adn/P(A„)A„)
j>d

j=l

J

the result follows. Q.E.D.
For each n > 0, define A* in h* by setting A^(An) = 1, A* |n =0.
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COROLLARY4.2.

There is an integer to > 0 and for each n = 0,1,2,...,

there

is Wn E U((\]n)c) such that {Wn}~=0 c U(gc){-m\ Wn -* W0 in U(gc)^m\ and such
that for any real sequence {cn}£L0> (Xc„ ®^n)(Wn) = cn where \cn is the character

of Hn with differential icnA*n.
PROOF. By Lemma 4.1, for each n we may write 7rn(An) = E„a{,n D^ where
{D^} is a finite collection of polynomial differential operators and for each p,

{aj1 fnLo 1S a sequence of complex numbers such that aji' = lim„a^™\
By
Theorem 3.5, for each p, there is a sequence {V)i }£L0 C £/(nc)(m") such that
VJn) -» VM(0)in f/(nc)(m"' and such that for each n, 7rn(VM(n))= L>„. Thus

7rn(A„ — J2itap

*k

) = 0, n = 0,1,2,...,

and we may take m = max^m^}

and

Wn^-ilAn-^a^V^A,

n = 0,1,2,.... Q.E.D.

Let K(G) be the space of all closed, connected subgroups of G (with the compactopen topology), and let S(G) be the space of all pairs (p,H) where H e K(G)
and p is an unitary equivalence class of representations of H with the topology

of Fell (cf. [5]). Let KN(G) be the set of all H E K(G) such that N c H, and
SN(G) the set of all (p,H) E S(G) such that H E KN(G) and p E H. For each
H E Kfj(G) we have a topological embedding of H in Sn(G). The proof that no is
continuous (cf. [10, Proposition 2]) is easily generalized to show that the mapping

6: 0* x KN(G) -» SN(G) given by

e((l,H)) = (rlH(Ad*(H))(l\t,),H)
is continuous,

where 0* x Kjv (G) has the product topology.

If (p, H) E Sn (G)

we denote the Ad*(iY)-orbit nHl(p) by Op, and if J C r7, j = log(J), let Op|j =

{J|, |f€0,}.
The following two facts are well-known consequences

of the general theory

(cf.

[4 and 5]).

LEMMA 4.3.

Let (p,H) E Sn(G) and let J E KN(G) be a subgroup of H.

Then the set of all a E J such that Oa C Op|iog(j)

M a dense subset ofSp(p[j).

LEMMA 4.4. Let (p,H) e Sn{G), and let {(pn,Hn)}%Ly be a sequence in
Sjv(G) such that (pn,Hn) —*(p,H). Let J E K^(G) and for each n, Jn E KN(G)
such that J C H, Jn c Hn, and Jn —>J. Let (ct,J) E Sn(G) such that 0„ C
Op\\og(j).

Then for each n, there is an E Jn such that Orrn C OpJiog(jn)

and such

that the sequence {(o~n, Jn)}%Ly converges to (a, J).

We define a partition of Sn(G) as follows. For each (p, H) E Sn(G), let a(p) be
the smallest index in E such that Op\n fl fia ^ {$}. For each aE E, let

Va = {(p,H)ESN(G)\a(p)
From Brown's Theorem

= a}.

[3] and Lemma 4.3 above it follows that (p, H) E Va if and

only if Sp(p|/yr)n7?;v(fic«)/ {<^}and Sp(/9|Ar)ri/7jv(fi/9)= {0} for all 0 < a. For each
a, set VQ= VanG, and Ua = ^(Va).
Then Ua = {O E g*/Ad*(G)| 0\n nfiQ ^

{0} and 0|„ C\Sl0= {<p},for all 0 < a}.
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is the smallest element

of E, then Vao is dense in Sn(G).
PROOF.

f\0>avp

Let (p,H)

E Va and suppose

such that (pn,Hn) -\ (p,H).

that

{(pn,Hn)}%Ly

is a sequence

in

Let ct0 E Sp(p|jv) such that 0„n C Op\n n

fiQ. By Lemma 4.4, there is {ct„} C TV such that ct„ —»ct and for each n, Oan C
OpJn.
By Brown's Theorem, Oct„ —►
Oa. Since {Oan} C U#>Q ^<* and fiQ is open
in U#>a ^0> {^r,}

is eventually

in fiQ, thus {(pn, if„)}^=1

is eventually

in Va.

Let ao be the minimal element of E and let (p,H) E Sn(G), f) = log(r7). The
set {O E t)*/Ad*(H)\ 0|n fl fiQo ^ {>}} is dense in h*/Ad*(7Y), hence the set
{p E H\ Op\n D fiQ 7^ {0}} is dense in H (by continuity of vh)■ The embedding of
this set in Sjv(G) is contained

in Vao and (p,H)

is contained

in its closure.

□

Let (p,H) E SN(G), f) = log(H), and let A € Op|n. Let j = R(X,h) + n,
J = exp(j), and let ct € J such that

Oa C Op|j.

Suppose that j ^ n, and let

{Ai, A2,...,Ar} c R(X,h) be a basis for j mod n. Define A* e h* by A*(Ai) = 6{j
and A* |„ = 0. Recall then that ct|jv E TV, and that if A is extended to j* by
setting

A(Aj) = 0, 1 < j < r, then there is a unique t = (ty,t2,...

,tr)

E Rr

such that A + Y?j=i ^j^*j e ®°- For any h 1 < J1 < ?", if f = o~\n is extended
to Hj = exp(RAi + TV) by formula (2), and xt, is the character

of Hj having

differential itj(A*\hj), then a\Hj = Xu <8>
v.
LEMMA 4.6.
{An}£Li

Let a E E and let Xn E fiQ, n = 0,1,2,...,

such that the sequence

converges to Xo, for each n > 0, let An E R(Xn,g)

~ n, l)n = RAn + n,

Hn = exp(h„), extend Xn to f)„ by setting An(An) = 0, define A* E f)* by A*n(An) =
1, A* |n = 0, let tn E R, and let pn = n]i^Ad*(Hn)(Xn + tnAn). Assume that
An —►
Ao as n —►
oo. Then (pn, Hn) —►(po, Ho) if and only if tn —*to-

PROOF. We need only prove the "only if" part. Suppose that (pn,Hn) —*
(po,Ho). Let 7Toan irreducible representation corresponding to Ao and let {7rn}^Li
a sequence of representations corresponding to {X^^Ly as obtained in Theorem 3.5,
so that 7r„ E Pu\n, n > 0. Extend irn to Hn as in formula (2) so as to correspond
to Xn, and let Xn be the character

of Hn such that

^n = Xn ® ""n E pn■ Then

by

Corollary 4.2, there is to > 0 and {Wn}£°=0 C U(gcfm"> such that Wn -> W0 and
such that for each n, Wn E U((t)n)c) and 7n(Wn) = tn. Now the general theory

implies that tn —*t0. To see this, let *0 E C£°(G) and vo E H(-j0) such that
(7o(*o)^o,«o) # 0. For each n, let Tn be the representation
of C*(G) lifted from
7n. Note that any $ E C£°(G) defines in a natural way an element ^ in C*(G)

by setting *((/f,i))

= *(i),

K E K(G), x E K such that for any v E H(i„),

(Tn(^)v,v)
= (in(V)v,v).
Now let Vy,V2,...,Vq
E U(gc) such that for each n,
^n = EUiajn)vi
with ain) € G, 1 < > < 9, for each j, af] = limna5n).
Set

*j = Vj^o, 1 < j < q. Then by Lemma 2.2 of [4], there is, for each n > 0,
vn E H(in)
such that
Thus (Tn(Wn^o)vn,vn)

,

_

(Tn(^fj)vn,vn)
-* (To(^j)vo,v0)
as n —►oo, 0 < j < q.
—>{T0(Wo^o)v0,vo)
as n —►
oo, and we have

(ln(Wn*o)vn,Vn)

cn —-;—7^r—\-;—

(ln{^o)Vn,Vn)

(lo(Wo9o)VQ,Vo)

—*-;—i~r—\-;—

For each a E E, set Ua = 0_1(^a)-

(7o(*oH,

V0)

— to-

w.Jrj.D.
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THEOREM 4.7.
PROOF.

e\(jd: Ua -> Va is open, for each aEE.

Let (po,H0)

E Va, and suppose that {(pn, Hn)}%Ly is a sequence in Va

which converges to (po, H0). Let rj„ = log(Hn), n = 0,1,2,...,
and let lo E 0* such
that /|f, E 0Po. It is enough to show that there is a subsequence {(pk,Hk)}kLy °i
{(pn, Hn)}^=1 and a corresponding sequence {lk}kLy in 0* such that lk[t)k E 0Pk
for each fc and lk —*lo- Note that we may assume that A0 = /o|n E fiQ. Let
v E TVsuch that Ao E 0„. By Lemma 4.3, there is vn E TVsuch that 0Vn C 0Pn |n,
n = 1,2,3,...,
and such that the sequence {i/n}%Ly converges to v. Thus we
have A„ E 0Vn C 0Pn |„, n = 1,2,3,...,
such that {An} converges to Ao- Now by
restriction to a subsequence, we may assume that dim(hn) = m, n = 0,1,2,...,
and
since fiQ is open in U/?>Q ^P an(^ {An} E U/3>a ^a' we may assume that An E fiQ
for all n. We proceed by induction on dim(f)n/n) = m —p.
The case to—p = 0 is now trivial due to the above, so assume that m > p and that
the theorem is valid for sequences in Sn(G) whose subgroup have dimension less
than to. Let {Xk}kLy be a subsequence of {A^}^! such that for some subalgebra
jo, the sequence j* = R(Xk,t)k) + n, fc = 1,2,3,...,
converges to j0. Let Jk =

exp(jfc), fc > 0. By Lemma 4.3, we have ak E Jk, fc = 0,1,2,...,

such that

h\)o E Oao, Oak C 0Pk\)k, fc > 1, and the sequence {(o-k, Jk)}kLy converges to
(°~o,Jo). Suppose that dim Jo < to. By induction there is lk E 0* such that
lk\)k E Orrk, fc = 1,2,3,...,
and such that the sequence {l^'kLy converges to Iq.
Now if pk : ft*.—►
j*. is the restriction mapping, then p^1(G(Tt) C 0Ph, fc > 1 (cf. [1,
Chapter II, §4.2]). Therefore lk\\yk E 0Pk, and we are done. Hence by induction we
have reduced to the case )k = I)k, k>0.
For each fc, let {A{k),A2k),..., A(k)} C R(Xk,\)k) be a basis for fjfcmod n such
that for each 1 < j < r, A{°] = lim* A(k). Extending Afcto hfcby setting Xk(A{k)) =

0, 1 < j < r, let t[k\t2k\...,

trk) be real numbers such that Xk+ J2j=i ^

AkkY e

0Pk (where A(k)' is defined by A(k)'(A{k)) = 8l}, A(k)"[n = 0). For each j, i <
j < r, apply Lemma 4.6 to the sequence {(Pk\exp{RAw+N),exp(RAf'

+TV))}£11

which converges to (po\exp(RA0+N)^exP(^-A(j +N))> and we obtain tj

= limfc tj

.

Since A(k) -» aJ0), 1 < j < q, it is clear that we may extend Afc+ J*ml t(k)A(k)'
to an element lk E 0* such that the sequence {/fc}£Li converges to /0- This finishes

the proof. Q.E.D.
The following corollary is immediate.

COROLLARY 4.8.

r/G|r/a: Ua —»Va is a homeomorphism, for each a.

Note that for each aEE, the dimensions of the orbits in Ua may vary, and the
relative topology in Ua may not be Ty. Indeed, if TVis abelian, then E = {ao}
and Uao = fl*. Examples indicate that for each aEE,
there is a finite partition
of Ua, each element of which is T2. Finally, the subsets Ua may be describable as
Zariski-open subsets of algebraic varieties in fl*.
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